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Happiness Is… 

It is a question that researchers continue to investigate: what drives our happiness?  Each year the United Nations (UN) 

measures the happiness of countries globally in its World Happiness Report.  According to the UN, the variables that drive 

a nation’s happiness include income, social support, healthy life expectancy, freedom, trust, and generosity.  Canada 

consistently places in the top 10 of nations globally that have a high level of happiness.  What drives an individual’s 

happiness? Despite the old adage “money can’t buy happiness” there is indeed an intrinsic link between the two, however 

the research might surprise you.  If you made 10 times what you do now would you be happier?  Research would argue 

not really.  In fact, studies suggest there is a measurable amount of money at which point happiness “maxes out”, and it’s 

quite a bit lower than you’d think.  Harvard Business Review published a study recently showing that after achieving a 

certain level of income, “time affluence” –having enough time to do the things you want—has become the new secret of 

happiness.  Today, people who are willing to give up earning more money in favor of regaining time reported higher rates 

of general life satisfaction.  While there is a great deal of truth in the above, it certainly doesn’t prove to be that simple in 

the day to day hustle and bustle of real life.  Compound this with Canada’s growing debt problem where the current 

average debt to income ratio has soared to 178% over the current US ratio of less than 90%.  Often farmers, especially 

younger farmers, have blown this ratio even further out of the water.  If subconsciously we link happiness with income 

and many producers face debt ratios upwards of 1000% or greater it is no wonder that financial stress becomes a key 

contributor to the current crisis of depression and suicide facing farmers.  Veterinarians as a profession are also facing 

soaring rates of suicide and depression though in part for different reasons.  Regardless, it is not something that should 

be taken lightly nor ignored.  Sometimes perspective can make a big difference in moving forward with confidence.  With 

gratefulness, I was not raised to count my dollars, but rather to count my blessings (of which four are currently crafting 

an epic blanket fort out of my entire living room as I write this).  When considering all of this together it becomes apparent 

that one of our jobs as veterinarians is to improve your financial position while also seeking to free up time that would 

otherwise be spent on work to give you more freedom to pursue your happiness.  Breaking this goal down into manageable 

pieces is where we need to focus, otherwise it becomes overwhelming or seemingly insurmountable.  From a production 

perspective we need to ensure that what we are recommending is making a positive contribution to the big picture and 

we take that very seriously.  Attitude is also key regardless of where you are in the pursuit of happiness and that is 

something we can all afford to keep positive.  Scaling back from the big picture though, it is our hope that right now you 

are happy—heading on vacation, spending a day with family, out for an evening walk, listening to the rain, or just enjoying 

a good cup of coffee—there is much to be grateful for! 

June Was Farmer Appreciation Month; Special Congratulations to Gert and Sonja Schrijver 

June is designated Farmer Appreciation Month and Stettler celebrated with the 64th annual Farmer Appreciation Banquet.  

We publicly thank the Stettler Rotary Club for organizing and hosting this great evening.  Congratulations to the 4 

scholarship recipients pursuing careers in agriculture—the acceptance speeches were a highlight that evening.  A HUGE 

congratulations to Marsfield Dairy, the Schrijver family!  Gert Schrijver was recipient of the Paul Harris Fellowship award 

for contribution to agriculture in the community.  Gert, Sonja and their farm team were recently awarded the 2018 Master 

Class Breeder award of Holstein Canada which is the most prolific accolade achievable in Canadian dairy.  These "Master” 

breeders are recognized for having the best ratio for breeding cows that possess the complete package— high production 

and outstanding conformation, with high proficiency in reproduction, health, and longevity.  Gert and Sonja currently rank 

as one of the top 10 producing dairies in all of Canada.  We are proud of the Schrijver family and their excellent work in 

our agriculture industry! 

Time is Running Out- Book Your Equine Spring Package Today! 

Take advantage of our Spring Package Promotion before the offer ends! Receive a great discount on your annual equine 

wellness appointment PLUS every package purchased enters you in a draw for an amazing prize! Promo is running now 

until July 31st. Book today! See package details below and call for pricing.  

Package 1- Basic Horse: Full Physical Exam, Dental Exam & Float, Sheath Clean, 1 Tube of Dewormer 

Package 2- All Around Horse: Full Physical Exam, Dental Exam & Float, Sheath Clean, Fecal Egg Count, 1 Tube of Dewormer, 

Vaccinations  

Package 3- Performance Horse: Full Physical Exam, Dental Exam & Float, Sheath Clean, Fecal Egg Count, 1 Tube of 

Dewormer, Vaccinations, EIA (Coggins) Test 

Package 4- Whole Year Health: Full Physical Exam – Spring & Fall, Dental Exam & Float, Sheath Clean, Fecal Egg Count, 2 

Tubes of Dewormer, Vaccinations, Feed Testing  

Package 5- Geriatric Horse Health: Full Physical Exam – Spring & Fall, Dental Exam & Float – Spring & Fall, Sheath Clean, 

Fecal Egg Count, 2 Tubes of Dewormer, Vaccinations  

 



Check us out online at www.stettlervetclinic.com and on Facebook 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

Steer Clear of Toxic Plants on Pasture 

With abundant moisture this spring it is amazing to see the bulk of our service area looking lush and green.  Grazing cattle 

can at times become exposed to toxic plant species on pasture and a couple of cases have cropped up this year warranting 

a quick discussion on some of these problem plants.   

There are many toxic plants in western Canada. Ideally, knowing which plants pose problems and where they are located 

allows for best control through spraying or other grazing management practices.  Cattle do not tend to eat these plants 

when grass is abundant, though still can particularly when mineral or salt is not offered.  When cutting a field for hay or 

silage, caution must be used as these plants can become incorporated into harvested feed and still pose risk when later 

fed. 

 Some plants accumulate toxins such as nitrates, cyanide, or selenium, effects ranging from death to more chronic ill-thrift 

or abortion.  Other plants contain oxalates which can tie up calcium in the body causing gut problems or kidney issues 

with cattle displaying signs similar to milk fever.  Nearly 60 types of plants as well as water sources can accumulate toxic 

levels of nitrates! Interestingly, cattle can tolerate nearly 10 times the amount of nitrogen in plants versus water so water 

testing can become important when nearby runoff from farmyards or crop land feed into the water source.   

Water hemlock tends to grow in wet areas with one root able to kill a cow—this risk increases when the ground is wet 

whereby the cow can pull the whole plant up and eat the deadly root.  Wild parsnip can look similar to water hemlock but 

mainly gives grazing animals a sore mouth.  Death camas has a small bulb root like an onion and has been noted this year 

in pastures around Big Valley and Delburne and can be potentially fatal also causing muscle weakness, tremors, staggering, 

or convulsions.  Larkspur and Monkshood have deadly toxins affecting the heart but tend to be found more in mountainous 

areas.  Horsetail, which is very abundant this year contains thiaminase enzymes that break down B-vitamins and can lead 

to thiamine deficiency.  Bracken fern also contain thiaminases but can also cause an aplastic anemia in cattle.  Lupines, 

also known as blue bonnet, eaten during early pregnancy can cause deformities in calves including crooked legs, fused 

joints, cleft palate, and more. 

Milkvetch and locoweed can accumulate selenium and lead to chronic selenium toxicity which can manifest as hair loss, 

neurologic problems, weight loss, and even death.  Other plants can cause liver damage which in turn cause 

photosensitization whereby affected cattle, sheep, or horses sunburn easily and can lose large areas of skin (particularly 

white areas).  Tansy ragwort, kochia, blue green algae, and many more plants can cause liver damage.  Others also include 

leafy spurge, absinthe wormwood, and seaside arrowgrass. 

Fescue grass can easily develop ergot in seeds produced and if ergot consumption is significant can lead to abortions on 

pasture. 

If you find a dead animal don’t just assume it is a poisoning but first seek advice from your veterinarian.  Infectious causes 

of death on pasture such as from blackleg are also surfacing this year with the increased moisture.  Lead exposure (old 

batteries in junk piles or retired equipment), and lightning strikes have also been on the list this year.  We have not noted 

any water toxicities but baseline water testing should look at minimum for nitrates, sulphates, and total dissolved solids.  

Keep watch for blue-green algae starting to bloom in some standing water, though cooler weather has kept some algae 

at bay. 

Where can you find information about toxic plants? One client told us about an app called i-naturalist which can help 

identify some toxic plants.  If you are suspicious of plants in your pasture we can send specimens away to the toxicology 

department at the Western Vet College in Saskatoon.  When sending suspicious plants in for identification it is important 

to send the root, stem, leaves, and if possible, the flower because the flower is often what distinguishes the plant from 

others that may look similar.  Forage specialists are an additional resource as well.  A helpful website with pictures and 

descriptions put together by Colorado State University can be found at https://csuvth.colostate.edu/poisonous_plants/. 

Around the Clinic… 

We would like to extend a huge congratulations to the Class of 2019 and are especially proud of Jenny Munholland who 

gave an inspiring address as the 2019 Class Valedictorian and head of Student Council.  Jenny will be heading to U of A this 

fall and we are very proud of Jenny!  Congratulations to Kim Schipper one of our lovely summer students whom was a 

recipient of the Stettler Rotary Club scholarships—Kim gave a great speech and is well deserving of this award as she 

pursues an Animal Health Technology degree this fall.  We also took some time to celebrate with our annual end of calving 

season staff barbeque.  If you’re having a party and need a laugh, we highly recommend a round of Bop-It (action version) 

and an invigorating game of Pterodactyl—laughing just thinking about this.  Our staff surprised Barb, Cheryl, and Jackie 

with custom hoodies that said, “Real heroes don’t wear capes, they wear coveralls, boots, and a stethoscope… Calving 

Season 2019”—we were very touched and think all our staff are heroes every day! 

Calling Long Distance?  Use our toll-free number 1-888-GET VETS (1-888-438-8387) 
Barb Munholland, DVM, Jackie Dobinson, DVM, & Associates  

Cheryl Malin, DVM, Tara Snow, DVM, Mirjam Stigter, DVM 
Michelle Hymers, RVT, Helene Neale, RVT, Melissa Whelpton, RVT, Athena Peters, RVT, 

 Andrea Muhlbach, Joanne Halseth, Terra Heier, VPM, Brittany Strandquist, Kim Schipper, Rachael Deaver 

http://www.stettlervetclinic.com/
https://csuvth.colostate.edu/poisonous_plants/

